
customer care solution

Winning a new customer is only the beginning of what should be a long and 
profitable relationship. But keeping customers happy means ensuring they 

get what they want, when they want it. From defining processes, to tracking 
cases and solutions, you can resolve customer issues e�ortlessly. Selling a 

product to a client is easy but after sales services is what makes your
customer a satisfied customer.



CUSTOMER CARE SOLUTION

EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER
SERIVCE

CCS is one of the industry’s leading solution that helps customer streamline 
their business processes to ensure customer satisfaction which results in 
company’s growth and profitability. Running a successful business is no 

simple task. When marketing campaigns, data analysis, meetings, customer 
care, and more all happen simultaneously, you need a powerful solution like 

CCS to bring all these functions together in one place. 

Loyalty Program
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Manage your customer accounts with insight and collaboration

Respond to customer cases quickly. Reduce response times to customer 

service requests

Enables agents to quickly and accurately find the right answer the first 

time

Increases customer satisfaction measurements and benchmarking

Increases productivity of customer support representatives

Provides self-service facility to customers around common issues

Enables customer issues to be tracked and responded to, regardless of 

who answers the phone or receives the email

Monitors service performance against service level agreements

Reduces customer support costs and cost of customer retention

Decreases the number of customer complaints received and increases 

customer retention

Enables benchmarking/score carding of customer service operations on 

an on-going basis

Delivers a single view of relevant and comprehensive information on the 

interactive dashboard follow up with clients to ensure service delivery

HOW IT HELPS?
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FEATURES

CCS provides central knowledge-base capabilities for technical solutions to known 
issues or questions. This provides agents with easy and immediate access to a central 
bank of information and keeps accurate records of contacts with customers via case 
tracking and communication logs. This also helps customers identify the areas where 
most of the issues reside and then work with the team to get those issues addressed.

Data Management

Data Management
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Customer retention and loyalty are important goals for successful companies who aim 
to retain and develop a core customer base. Our customer management services 

enable companies to ensure the services they provide are in line with what the 
customer wants based on their behavior, buying preferences and demographics. 

Customer Management

FEATURES
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In the business world, companies frequently work together to provide a product or 
service. These separate entities often need information from a common collaborator, 
usually a larger corporation they are all working with. We help customers to better 
manage their partners through the reliable systems, processes and procedures of 

interacting with them. Our partners management feature helps our partners to be in 
complete sync with us for better service delivery.

Partner Management

FEATURES
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Implementation of SLAs
(Service Level Agreement)

The ability to define customer care processes, service levels and escalation points is 
controlled and managed by our system. If a customer service case or inquiry remains 

unresolved for longer than the predefined time, the system triggers an automatic 
escalation notification to the customer care manager. This alert is a powerful automat-
ic reminder that ensures each case is followed-up on. This can be fully customized to 
ensure that cases are progressed in accordance with company-specific requirements.

FEATURES
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FEATURES

CCS is a diversified solution which allows our customers to oversee the monitoring 
and maintenance of stocked products, whether those products are company assets, 
raw materials and supplies, or finished products ready to be sent to vendors or end 

consumers. It also allows you to run reports on Inventory usage and many other 
parameters which you can use for forecasting.

Inventory Management

Inventory Management
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FEATURES
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SMS Integration
The SMS API integration enriches the solution to update client, manager & technician 
about the complaint registration & resolution. It enables multi-location & multi-login 

scenario to implement it at a scale as per organizational demand.
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We believe in providing complete business solutions to our clients and that’s why we 
pair CCS with our Call center services for data acquisition, date entry, orders manage-

ment, complaint registration, Post sale/complaint resolution surveys and loyalty 
programs to ensure end to end solution delivery.

Call Center 

FEATURES
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Your customers know best – they are the ultimate authority on how they value your 
product, service or business. The best way to gain access to this information is to ask 
for feedback. Our Survey feature helps you ensure that you gain a full understanding 
of your customer’s perception of your services and that you are doing everything you 

can to make things right.

Customer Satisfaction
Surveys

FEATURES

Customer Satisfaction
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Systems Integration
for Optimization

Companies today run di�erent systems to meet their business needs which makes 
integration a necessary part to avoid any manual work. CCH is a dynamic system 

which can be integrated with foreign systems as well for business process optimiza-
tion / automation.

FEATURES
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Complaint management software helps organizations to record, track and analyze all 
complaints & resolutions. With our cloud-based solution organizations can convert 
their manual customer complaints management to an integrated & automated CMS. 

Whereas, CMS dashboard enables management to get a closer look about complaints 
being delayed for any particular area, city, product or technician.

Complaint Management

FEATURES
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When it comes to performance management / evaluation, our system does it best 
where based on the data it provides intelligent reporting that helps you determine 

performance issues and also the top performers. 

Performance Management

FEATURES
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CCS provides a full service incentive, engagement and loyalty program. We use 
rewards, recognition and incentives to change the way people feel and act toward 
your business - creating positive relationships and driving performance across your 

organization. 

Loyalty Program

FEATURES
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Compelling customer loyalty programs
Powerful sales partner incentives

Events that excite
Travel that inspires success

We'll reward and incentivize your
customers, teams and sales partners with:

Attract and retain loyal customers
Inspire your team members

Incentivize your sales partners
Excite your stakeholders

We’ll help you to:
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FEATURES

Our tool provides powerful reporting capabilities which makes it easy to monitor and 
measure customer service performance. Reports and dashboards provide overview 

information and detailed analysis on metrics such as call volume, case resolution 
times, communications, and follow-up statistics. 

Reporting
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Contact Us

O�ce 4,6 & 7, 2nd Floor,
 National Business Center,

Shamasabad,Murree
Road, Rawalpindi                                   

sales@conresint.com
+92 51 4935663 
+923215041212 

 

Convergence
Resources


